OXON BOAT PAINTING Co.

>To: Christopher Weston <kit_weston@hotmail.com>
>Subject: RE: Chris Weston OXONBPCo. Banbury. could we have a testimonial if poss
>Date: Sun, 24 Sep 2006 21:29:47 +0200 (CEST)
>
>Hi Guys,
>No problems, happy to give a testimonial.
>We found Chris and Mark purely by accident and asked them to quote for repainting our
'tired' boat. Unlike more than one contact we made, Chris and Mark were happy to work
around our working and childcare commitments in order to meet us at the boat in order to
see what needed doing and at what cost. The thoroughness of their initial inspection of
our boat impressed us, they did not hold back where necessary but also reassured us that
many parts of the boat whilst untidy were sound. They also explained clearly how they
would avoid the problems that occurred after the previous paint job.
>The quote was clear and concise and received promptly. The technical information
received with the quote also allowed us to understand exactly what was going to be done
to our boat.
>We chose Oxon over other painters due to the detail within their quote (not some vague
open ended estimate), their willingness to accommodate our budget without undermining
the quality of their work and also their enthusiasm towards their work. They have a real
interest in what they are doing rather than seeing it as a simple 'paint job'.
>When we were reunited with our boat, we were not disappointed. Suffice to say the high
expectations set by Oxon staff prior to commencing work were more than met in our
view.
>I would not hesitate to recommend Chris and Mark at Oxon to anyone considering
having their boat repainted.
>Ian Smith
>NB Snail's Pace 61612
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